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Let ll(X) be a topological group of homeomorphism3 of a space X, Then by 
d e f i n i t i o n , tho mapping h —* h of H(X) onto i t s e l f i s continuous, i . e . when-
ever h = l i r . h s , we have h =s lim h"8 . This requirement of a topological 
group suggests the problem of defining a type of convergence in a wider c l a s s 
G(X,Y) of continuous functions on a space X in to another Y, the convergence 
boing of such a na ture t h a t a convergence proper ty s imi l a r t o t h a t of the 
inverse operat ion of a topological ^roup a l so ho lds . As a n a t u r a l extension 
of the concept of the invorse of a homoomorphism, the " inverse" assoc ia ted 
with a function f in i3(X,Y) can be taken to mean the transformation f" of Y 
i n t o the se t 2X of a l l closed subsets of X, where tho value f" (y) of f~~ a t 
a uoint y e Y i s the s e t of a l l x e X such t h a t y = f ( x ) . This de f in i t i on how-
ever e n t a i l s a new problem of s e l ec t ing a s u i t a b l e topology or l imi t Ofjeration 
in 2X , i f in prescr ib ing a form of convergence for the inverse transformations 
we are to employ pointwiso convergence, continuous convergence, or tho l i k e . 
One such J i n i t operation i s P. Pa in love ' s f a n i l i a r l i m i t operation for a 
sequence of closed 3o t s , general ized to a d i rec ted s e t of c losed s e t s , where 
Y = Lin FCT i s defined to noun tha t ¥ = Lin inf Fff = Lim sup F f f . .VIth t h i s 
choice , tho inverse of an i n t e r i o r ( =s open) mapping f: X —> Y i s a continuous 
function on Y i n t o />x in the sense tha t f (y) = Lim f (y^) whenever y = lim y a 
and y a e-f (X) for each o- . Tliis i s a genera l i za t ion of Ki lengerg ' s c r i t e r i o n 
fo r i n t e r ! o r i t y of functions on metr ic spaces, . / i th t h i s r o s u l t in mind, a 
type of convergence, ca l l ed " i n t e r i o r " convergence i s defined in t h i s paper a3 
follov/a: f5 —*- f0 in ter ior ly provided 1) whenever x0 = lim x a , we have f0(xo) 
= lim f o f x j , i . o . fs —> f0 continuously, und 2) whonever y0 ss lira y, ff , where ax i ° AXE ° 
y 8 f f t f 8(X) for each S £ / \ , Li;n f^My^) ex i s t s . I t turns out that i f fs —> f0 
i n t e r io r ly , where fs, fQ are nappings of a locally coiapnct Hausdorff space 
in to a ihuadorff space, then f i3 an in te r ior napping. Mote that th is resu l t 
i s independent of the in t e r io r i ty of the raejnbero fg of the directed se t and i s 
therefore, in viow of I&lenberg's cr i tor ion, analogous to the proposition that 
i f fs —> f continuously, f 5 , f0 being transformations into a regular space, 
then f0 is continuous. 
Having obtained th i s rosu l t , our at tontion i s res t r ic ted to in te r io r con-
vergence within tho set I(X,Y) of in ter ior nappinga of one space A into another 
Y. Tho question which ar ises now i s whether or not there i s a topology for 
I(X,£) such that conveyance in tho topological sense i s consistent with 
in te r ior convergence. For iiust spaces, I(X,Y] i s too large a clas3 to admit 
such a topology, but in the subset I*(X,Y) of strongly in te r io r mappings of a 
locally conpact space A into a locally conneoted space Y, thoro i 3 a topology, 
here called the " inter ior" topology, -which ;neets our requirement, .'(hen A i s 
locally ccupuct, I*(X,Y) under the in te r ior topology i s completely regular. 
In the sot L(X,Y) of l ight strongly in ter ior nuppiugs of a locally compact 
space X into a local ly connected space Y, the in te r ior topology coincides with 
the conpact-t'pen topology. In oho sot II(X) of homoomorpliisi.13 of X onto i t s e l f , 
the in te r ior topology coincides with R. /irons1 g-topology. 
A generalization of G. T. ..'hyburn'a topological analog of tho './aierstrasa 
double sories theorem i s proved tuid ut i l ized in the proof of tho proposition 
stated above for L(X,YJ. This in turn yields a general!-nation of a theorem 
of Hurwitz concerning analytic functions of a complex var iable . 
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Let C(X,Y) be a s e t of continuous funct ions on a topo log ica l space A in to 
i 
another Y. If Iv and U are subsets of X and Y respectively, then let M(K,U) j 
i 
denote the s e t of functions f in C(X,Y) such t h a t f(K)CZU. The compact-open 
topology for C(X,Y) i s then defined by taking a s an open subbas is , the t o t a l i t y 
of s e t s L(K,U), where K i s a compact subset of X and U i s an open subset of Y. , 
I 
A modification of the compact-open topology for the case where X = Y, the g- ' 
, I 
topology due to R. ^rens [ 3 ] i i s obtained by s imi la r ly p re sc r ib ing se t s k(K,U) | 
as subbasic open s e t s , where now A i s a closed and U i s an open subset of A, 
and e i t h e r A or the complement of U in A i s compact. Among other r e s u l t s , 
Arens has es tabl i shed the following propos i t ion r e l a t i v e to convergence prop-
e r t i e s of the compact-open and g- topologies for H(X), the homeomorphisms of a 
l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space A onto i t s e l f (.arens [ 3 , Theorem 5, i i ] ) : 
h = lim h„ in the g-topology i f and only i f 
- 1 -1 
h = liju h v and h = lim h^ in the coupact-open topology. 
a r e n s ' theorem suggests the problem of def in ing a type of convergence in 
a c l a s s C ( A , Y ) of continuous funct ions , poss ib ly containing the homeomorphisms 
of X onto Y, the convergence being of such a na tu re t h a t a convergence prop-
e r ty s imi la r to tha t of the above theorem a l so holds , H function f in C(X,Y) 
may be many-to-one and therefore the assoc ia ted inverse f" may not be a func-
t i o n on Y in to X in the usual sense of the word "function", but f can be 
i n t e rp r e t e d a s a transformation on Y i n t o the s e t 2X of closed subse ts of X. 
Numerals enclosed in brackets r e f e r to the bibliography located a t the 
end of t h i s paper. 
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Such an interpretation however entails a new problem of defining a suitable 
topology or limit operation in 2 X, if in prescribing a form of convergence for 
the inverse transformations, we are to enploy pointwise convergence, continu-
ous convergence, or the like. Of course, given any topology t for 2* such 
that X is homeomorphically imbedded in (2x,t) under the natural mapping 
x —* {x}, a type of convergence in G(X,Y) which automatically satisfies the 
conditions of our original problem is definable—Arens' theorem can be taken 
as a definition of convergence: f^ —> f if and only if f = lim fv and 
f-1- = lim f^ in the compact-open topology. A closely related method is 
adopted in this paper but the choice of a topology for 2 X is naturally dic-
tated by considerations other than that of extending Arens' result. 
As regards tho content and results of this paper, in I, a few notational 
and terminological conventions are fixed and some known theorems are listed 
for later reference. II is devoted to an investigation of a topology for 2 X 
alluded to in the preceding paragraph. In III, the original problem of de-
fining a type of convergence with the desired property is taken up and there 
a form of convergence, called "interior convergence" is defined and some ele-
mentary properties of interior convergence are established. The possibility 
of introducing a topology for a certain class of continuous functions so that 
convergence in this topology is equivalent to interior convergence is also 
considered in III. IV is addressed for the most part to properties relating 
interior convergence and convergence in the compact-open topology within cer-
tain sets of functions into locally connected spaces. This section follows 
closely one aspect of G. T, '.ftiyburn's investigations of open mappings and 
eventually leads to a generalization of a classical theorem on analytic func-
tions of a complex variable. 
I . PRELIMB^RISS 
1.1 Def in i t ion . A d i r e c t e d system i s a non-empty s e t A in which a 
binary r e l a t i o n < i s def ined, sub jec t to the following cond i t i ons : 
(a) If 5 ,<5 2 and 82 < S3 then 5 t < S 3 . 
(b) If 5t and Sz belong to A , t h e r e e x i s t s a S5 in A such 
t h a t S, < S3 and 5 2 < S3. 
1.2 Def in i t ion , A subset A of A i s co f ina l in A , provided for each 
S e A , t he re e x i s t s a S '£A such tha t S < 5'. 
If A - A i ^ A i then e i t h e r A t o r A 2 i s co f ina l in A . Hence if 
n 
A = LJ A L , then A; i s c o f i n a l in A for some i , 1 £ i £ n . 
1.3 Def in i t ion . Ihe product A x E of two d i rec ted systems, A and Z , 
is the d i r ec t ed system cons i s t ing of the s e t of a l l ordered p a i r s (S,cr ) of 
elements 5 £ A and tr £ L , d i r e c t e d by the r e l a t i o n < defined by 
(5i,o-, ) < (S2,<T )̂ i f and only i f 8, < Sz and cr, < cra . 
1.4 Def in i t ion . If ^ i s a t opo log ica l space and f i s any function on a 
d i rec ted system A in to A, a po in t x&X i s a l i m i t point of f, x = lim f ( 5 ) , 
provided for every neighborhood U of x , t he re e x i s t s a S0&A such t h a t 
f ( S ) t U -.Viienuvar 50< 5 . If such a point e x i s t s , f ic said t o converge to x, 
or simply, to bo convergent. 
'Ihe value of a function f on a d i rec ted system A a t a po in t 5 in A 
i s usua l ly indica ted by f § , fg = f ( 5 ) . 
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1.5 Definition. i\ point x of a topological space X is a cluster point 
of a function f on a directed system A into X, provided for each neighbor-
hood U of x, the set f (U) is cofinal in A . A function f on a directed 
system A into a topological space X is an ultrafunction in x if for every 
open subset U of X, either f-1(U) or f_1(X - U ) is not cofinal in A . 
1.6 Theorem. Each of the following conditions is equivalent to compact-
ness of a space X: 
(a) Every function on a directed system into A has a cluster point. 
(b) Every ultraf unction in X is convergent. 
For a proof see J. L. ILelley [93, or lecture notes of M. m. Day. 
Let T(X,Y) be a set of transformations on a topological space x into 
another Y, 
1.7 Definition. A function f on a directed system A into T(X,Y) is 
said to converge continuously to f0cT(x,Y), fs —*» f0 continuously, provided 
for every directed system H and function x on 51 into X, if x Q = lim Xg-, 
then fn(xn) = lim fc(xJ; or equivalently, for every X Q E X and neighborhood 
Y of f0(x0), there exists a neighborhood U of xQ and a S 0^A such that 
f 5(U) C V whenever 5 0< S . 
1.8 Theorem. Let Y be a regular space. If f: A —> T(X,Y) converges 
continuously to f0£T(A,Y), then f0 is a continuous function. 
oee 0. Frink [0] for a proof. Kote that continuity of the functions 
f(5) = f5: X —> Y is not presupposed in this theorem. Compare with Theorem 
3.6 of this paper. 
1.9 Theorem. Let C(X,Y) be a se t of continuous functions on a space X 
in to another Y, and l e t f: A -^-^(XjY) be a function on a d i r ec t ed system 
i n t o 0(X,Y). 
(a) If f g = f0 for each 8 & A , then fs —> f0 continuously. 
(b) If fs —*• f0 continuously and A i s cof ina l in A , then 
fg —*• f0 cont inuously. 
1.10 Theorem. Let f be a function on a d i rec ted system A in to a s e t 
C(X,Y) of continuous functions on a space X in to Y. 
(a) If fs —> f0 cont inuously, then f0 = lim f5 in the compact-
A 
open topology. 
(b) If X is a l oca l l y compact Hausdorff space, then fs —*• f0 
continuously i f and only if f0 = lim f5 in the compact-open topology. 
See H. xlrens [2 ] for a proof of 1.10. 
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I I . THE SET OF CLOSED SUBSETS OF A SPACS 
The need for a topology or some l imi t operation in the s e t of a l l closed 
subsets of a space i. fo r our purpose has been indicated in the In t roduc t ion . 
From among the various topologies for 2X ex tant in the l i t e r a t u r e , we sha l l 
se l ec t one due to G. Ghoquet [ 6 ] . Ghoquet's de f in i t ion and r e s u l t s are ex-
p l i c i t l y s ta ted for tho se t of non-empty closed subsets of a space. But among 
the funct ions f: X —*• Y v/e a re to consider, the associated inverse f~ may take 
a point y e Y in to the empty s e t 0, 0 = f~ (y) . To accommodate the empty s e t , 
we s h a l l take Ghoquet's de f in i t i on and simply extend i t to the s e t of a l l 
closed subsets of a space. The inc lus ion of 0 in to our schema gives r i s e to 
some changes in r e s u l t s . For t h i s reason, i t does no t seem amiss to accord a 
separa te treatment here t o t h i s topology for 2r. 
.a study of topologies for 2X i s not without i t s own i n t r i n s i c i n t e r e s t . 
From t h i s po in t of view, as ide from our p a r t i c u l a r des i re to consider the 
inverse f of a continuous function f: X —> Y as defined on the e n t i r e space 
Y, as f a r as Ghoquet's topology i s concerned, the inclusion of 0 as an object 
of i n t e r e s t w i l l be seen to possess the espec ia l v i r tue of serving to simplify 
the proofs of ce r ta in theorems by allowing the use of the f ami l i a r l i m i t 
operation of P. Painleve in 2X (Kuratowski [lO, p . 24l] , 0 . Frink [ 8 ] ) . The 
in t imate r e l a t i o n s h i p subs i s t i ng between t h i s l i m i t operation and the p a r t i c u -
l a r topology for 2X we havo se lec ted i s not a c c ide n t a l . In fac t t h i s topology 
resu l ted from an at tempt t o cons t ruc t a topology for 2X such t ha t l im i t s in 
2X in the topologica l sense i s equivalent to the Painleve l i m i t operation 
v/hich was given beforehand. V/e now turn to t h i s l im i t opera t ion . I t i s 
defined within the se t of a l l subsets of a space. 
Let F: A —*• Q(X) be a function on a d i r ec t ed system A in to the se t 
Q(X) of a l l subsets of a topologica l space X. 
2 .1 Def in i t ion . The l i m i t super io r of F , wr i t t en Lim^sup F s , i s the s e t 
of a l l x e X such t ha t for every neighborhood U of x and every S e A there 
ex i s t s a S ' s A such t h a t B < S' and U n F ^ ' ^ 0 . That i s to say x z Lim^sup F s 
i f and only jf for every neighborhood U of x , the s e t 
A(U) = { S \ 5 e A & U n F s ^ 0 } 
i s cof ina l in A . 
2 .2 Def in i t ion . The U n i t i n f e r i o r of F , wr i t t en Lira inf F5 , i s the 
s e t of a l l x e X such tha t for every neighborhood U of x , there e x i s t s a 
5 £ A , such t ha t if 5 < S' then UnF5 , ^ jZi. In o the r words, x E. Lixn inf F g 
i f and only if f o r every neighborhood U of x, the s e t 
B(U) = { S | & £ A & UOF8 = 0 } 
i s not cof ina l in A . 
2.3 Def in i t ion . F i s said t o be convergent or t o converge to F 0 , 
F 0 = Lim F s , provided FQ = Lim inf F 5 = Lim sup F § . 
By d e f i n i t i o n , the l i m i t s super ior and i n f e r i o r of F always ex i s t 
whether F i s convergent or not and they are both closed subsets of A. Among 
t h e i r elementary p r o p e r t i e s , the following are l i s t e d for l a t e r re fe rence . 
2.U Lemma. (a) Lim sup Fg = Lim sup Fg = Lim sup F s 
(b) Lim inf K = Lim inf Ix - Lim inf FR 
(c) If A' i s co f ina l in A , then 
Lim inf V& d Lim mf F s C Lim sup F5 C Lim sup F§ 
(d) If K i s a compact subset of X and the s e t 
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A(K) = { 5 \ S t A & Kr\F8 £ 0} i s cof ina l in A , then 
K n Lim sup Fg j* 0. 
(e) If U i s an open subset of 1 and the se t 
B(U) = { S 1 5 t A & U n F 8 = 0 } i s co f ina l in A , then 
UnLim inf F 8 = 0. 
3y (a) and (b) of the lemma above, the inves t iga t ion of these l imi t 
operat ions in Q ( A ) quickly narrows down to tha t of these operat ions in the 
s e t 2X of closed subsets of A. xtelative to functions F: A —> 2 , we have 
2 .5 Lemma. (a) If F s = i '0 for each 5 £ A , then F 0 = Lim F& . 
(b) If FQ = Lim Fg and A ' i s cof inal in A , then FQ = Lim Fs . 
(c) If F 0 = Lim Fg and FJ> = Lim Fg , then F 0 = F 0 . 
Nov; suppose for any set "5 C 2X, we t e n t a t i v e l y define the "closure" of 
3*, '3 ' , to be the se t of a l l closed s e t s F0 £ 2T such tha t there ex i s t s a 
d i rec ted se t A and a function F: A " ^ "3* with FD = Lim FR . We do not t h e r e -
A ° 
by obtain a l eg i t imate c losure operator , for in general 3" ^ c5* • (l''or an 
example, see Xuratowski [lO, p . 24&]. ) '»<Q now turn our a t t en t ion to a topology 
for 2* which under c e r t a i n circumstances reproduces the same l imi t opera t ion . 
Let K be a closed compact subset of a topological space A, and IX a 
f i n i t e co l l e c t i on of non-empty open subsets of JL, The empty se t i s considered 
compact. 'Hie c o l l e c t i o n XX. i t s e l f -'tiny or may not be empty. Let ^ ( K , ! ! ) 
then denote the se t of a l l closed subsets F CLX. such t h a t (a) KnF = 0 , , and 
(b) UoF £ 0 for every U & t l . 
If XX. i s the empty c o l l e c t i o n , we s h a l l denote i t by 0 and wr i te ^ ( X ^ ) 
to ind ica te the s e t of closed s e t s sa t i s fy ing condi t ion ( a ) ; i f XX. c o n s i s t s 
of a s ing le non-empty open set U, we s h a l l wri te ^(K.fU}) for ^ ( K , ^ ) . If 
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K is the closed compact set whose sole member is a point x, we shall write 
2(tx},U) for 3(K,U). 
As immediate consequences of our notational conventions, ;ve have the 
following identities: 
2.6 (a) 2 X= 3(0,0) 
(b) 3 (K U K; U U U ' ) = 3 (K,U ) n 31 (K'.U') 
By 2 .6 , the aggregate of se t s S'fK.'U.), which i s generated as K range 
over the closed coiapact s e t s of X and \X range over the f i n i t e c o l l e c t i o n s of 
non-empty open s e t s of X, i s an open bas i s for a topology for 2 . The r e s u l t -
ing topology w i l l be designated as the p-topology for 2 , and the topological 
space, 2X toge ther with the p- topology, w i l l be indicated by (2 x ,p) or 2 p . 
If the s e t K occurring in the de f in i t ion of S^K.IA) i s merely required 
to be closed and not necessa r i ly compact, the r e u l t i n g topology i s the 
V ie to r i s f i n i t e topology for 2X (see 3 . iuichael [ 1 2 ] , or 0. Fr ink [ 8 ] ) . In 
t h i s case the element 0 E 2X i s always i s o l a t e d . The f i n i t e topology i s equiv-
a l e n t to the p-topology if X i s compact and only if X i s compact. 
2.7 Theorem. (a) .Every (2x ,p) i s a TQ-space. 
(b) If X i s a T^-space, then (2 x ,p) i s a Tj_-space and X i s 
imbedded homeomorphically in (2 x ,p) under the mapping x —»• \ x } . 
Proof. (a) Suppose FQ_ ^ F 2
 anc* there i s a po in t x say in F-j_ which i s 
not in F 2 . Let U = X - F 2 . Then i \ £ 3<(0,{U}) and F 2 4^(0,^)) • 
(b) Suppose Fj_ •£ F 2 and x £ F^ — F 2 as in p a r t (a) of t h i s proof. Again 
l e t U = X - F 2 . Then 
*\*~3WiW) and F 2 ^ 3 ' ( 0 , ^ U | ) 
F 2 t-3f{\x),p) and F - ^ a ^ x } ^ ) 
The second conclusion of p a r t (b) follows e a s i l y from the r e s t r i c t i o n t h a t 
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the compact s e t K defining ^ ( K j l l ) be a lso closed, q .e .d . 
Remark. Let JC be a Hausdorff space and l e t y\: X —> 2X be the n a t u r a l 
mapping, T\(X) - \x\. If rjW = % , then %u{<j} i s closed in 2^, and in 
general i f 9£(n) denote the family of closed subsets cons i s t i ng of a t most n 
p o i n t s , X(n) i s c losed in 2? . Hence the family 3£f of f i n i t e subse t s of a 
Hausdorff space i s a Fg. in 2?. Moreover X-f i s dense in 2 X . 
P ir 
The next theorem serves a s a prel iminary s tep to Theorem 2.9 in which we 
prove t ha t every (2x ,p) i s compact. The machinery of d i rec ted systems and 
convergence proves useful in t h i s connection. 
2.8 Theorem. If F 0 = Lim F 6 , then F 0 = lim Fg i n the p- topology. 
Proof. The proof, by con t r ad i c t i on , i s modeled a f t e r t h a t of Alexandroff 
and Hopf [ l , pp . 114-115]. 
Since F 0 = Lim Fg i s c losed, i t i s a member of 2" . Now suppose the func-
t i on F; A —> 2X does not converge to F 0 iu 2p. Then there i s a basic se t 
S-fK/U) such t h a t F 0 E 3 ( K , U ) and K = F"
1 (2 X - 2f(K,1A)} i s cof inal in A . 
A' = ^ 8 | K n F 8 76 0 } U U { M U i n F s = 0 , U i ^ l } 
Then one of the 3e ts occurring in the above union i s cof ina l in A . Suppose 
{ 5 | K n F s £ 0} i s co f ina l . Then KnLim sup F g ^ 0. But by hypothes is , 
Lim sup F 5 = Lim F s = F 0 z.
 r3,{Ki
rU.). Hence KnLim sup F § «= 0 . Hence 
{ S | K n F s ^ r 0 } i s not cof ina l and \ S | U i n F s = 0} for some Uj e t l must be 
c o f i n a l . But in t h i s case Uj,nLim inf F s = 0 . Again by hypothesis 
Lija in f F s = Lim F«- = F 0 e 3*(K,1l). Hence U^oLim inf F g ^ 0 . Our assump-
t i o n t h a t F does not converge to F 0 in 2
X has lead to a con t r ad i c t i on , q . e . d . 
x 2.9 Theorem, jivery (2 ,p) i s compact. 
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Proof. Let F be an u l t ra func t ion on a d i rec ted system A into ( 2 x , p ) . \[ 
i i 'I 
Then for every open se t <& C 2X , e i t h e r F " 1 ^ ) or F - 1 ( 2 X -% ) i s not j | 
co f i na l in A . In p a r t i c u l a r , for open se ts of the type £3'(0,{u}), e i t h e r i; 
F" i ( ,3 i (0 ,{U})) or F _ 1 (2 X - *3 ,(0,iu})) i s not cof ina l in A . If \ 
-,x Lim sup F5 = 0, then 0 = Lim F& and by Theorem 2.8, F converges to 0 in 2p,
is 
Now suppose x 0 & Lim sup F g . Let UQ be an a r b i t r a r y open neighborhood :» 
of x 0 . Then by d e f i n i t i o n , the s e t A ' = {5 j UQr>Fs £ 0} i s cof ina l in A . jj 
But A' = F _ 1 ( 3 r ( 0 , { u o } ) ) and hence A " = F
_ 1 ( 2 X - ' 3 1 (0 ,{U O }) ) i s n o t c o f i n a l 
i n A . But A" = {S | U 0 OFj a 0 } . Since the neighborhood U0 of x 0 was 
a r b i t r a r i l y chosen, by d e f i n i t i o n XQZ Lim inf Fg. Hence Lim sup F& C Lim inf F 
and F 0 = Lim Fg e x i s t s , j^gain by Theorem 2 . 8 , F converges to F 0 in 2p. 
I t has been shown tha t every u l t r a f unction in (2x ,p) i s convergent. 
Therefore by Theorem 1.6 (b) , (2x ,p) i s compact. 
The next theorem has been demonstrated by G. Choquet [6J for the se t of 
non-empty closed subsets of a space. 
2.10 Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then each of the following 
condi t ions i s equivalent to local compactness of X: 
(a) F 0 = Lim F& if and only if F 0 = lim F s in the p-topology. 
(b) (2x ,p) i s a Hausdorff space. 
Proof. 1) Local compactness of A implies (a ) . By Theorem 2 .8 , i f 
F 0 = Lim Fg , then FQ = lira F& in the p-topology whether X i s l oca l l y compact 
or no t . Now suppose F: A —> 2X converges to F 0 , i . e . F 0 = lim F. in the 
p- topology. 
F 0 C Lim inf F g . For suppose X E . F 0 and U(x) i s an a r b i t r a r y neighbor- j 
hood of x . FQ £ 3 - ( 0 , | U ( x ) } ) . Then A ' = F -
1 ( 2 X - 3*(0,{U(x)})) i s not cof ina l 
in A . But A' = {5 | U ( x ) n F 8 = 0 } . Hence xeLimJLnf F g . 
Lin sup l'g C F 0 . Suppose x 0 F 0 . Then there i s a neighborhood U(x) of 
x such tha t u lxT is compact and U ( x ) n F 0 = 0. Then F 0 £ '3
,(ulxT,0) and 
£ = F - 1 ( 2
X - ,3 ,(uIxT,0)) i s not cof ina l in A . /S = {5 \ l ) ( x ) n F 5 ^ 0} 
Hence A" = \ S |U(x ) r»F s j= 0 } C K i s not co f ina l and x ?f Lim sup Fg . Thus 
Lim sup Fg C FQ C Lim inf F g , and Lim Fg e x i s t s and i s equal t o F Q . 
2) (a) implies (b) . This i s a consequence of Lemma 2.5 ( c ) . 
3) (b) implies A i s l o c a l l y compact. Let 9t be the se t of a l l c losed 
subsets of A each of which c o n s i s t s of a s ing le p o i n t , A i s honeomorphic to 
36. 3£u{0} i s closed in (2 x ,p) a s remarked p rev ious ly . (2 x ,p) i s a Hausdorff 
space by hypothesis and moreover compact by Theorem 2 .y . -3ut a subspace of a 
l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space which i s the d i f fe rence of two closed s e t s i s 
i t s e l f a l oca l ly compact space. X. i s such a subspace of (2 , p ) . Hence A i s 
l o c a l l y compact, q . e .d . 
2.11 Theorem. If A i s a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space and has a 
ba s i s SB of ca rd ina l number b , then (2 x , p ) has a bas i s of ca rd ina l number 
not g r e a t e r than b (2 if b i s f i n i t e ) . 
Proof. The f i n i t e case i s t r i v i a l , AS fo r the n o n - f i n i t e case , we may 
consider open s e t s U e o2> to have compact c l o s u r e s . Let °\X> be the c o l l e c t i o n 
of a l l f i n i t e c o l l e c t i o n s of non-empty open s e t s in do. °\X has c a r d i n a l 
number C (tyl) = G (53) = b . Let $C be the c o l l e c t i o n of compact s e t s which 
a r e unions of c losures of a f i n i t e number of open s e t s in jo, G(0£) = b . 
Then the s e t of a l l p a i r s (^,11) such t h a t K. £ 2£ and llE-'TX has c a r d i n a l 
number equal to b . I t i s easy to see t ha t a subaggregate of the aggregate 
{^(iv,!!) | K&0£,1U r f lX} i s a bas i s fo r ( 2 X , r ) . q . e .d . 
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Corol la ry . Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then (2x ,p) i s metr izable i f 
and only if X i s a pe r f ec t l y separable l oca l l y compact space. 
Proof. Necess i ty . If (2x ,p) i s met r izab le , then (2 x ,p) i s pe r fec t ly 
separable s ince i t i s compact. Then X i s p e r f e c t l y separable s ince X i s im-
bedded in ( 2 x , p ) . The m e t r i z a b i l i t y of (2 x ,p) a l s o implies tha t (2x ,p) i s a 
Hausdorff space and therefore by Theorem 2.10, X i s l oca l l y compact. 
Suff iciency. If X i s a pe r f ec t ly separable l oca l ly compact Hausdorff 
space, then by the above theorem, (2x ,p) i s p e r f e c t l y separab le . Moreover, 
(2x ,p) i s a compact Hausdorff space, hence me t r i zab le . 
AS an app l i ca t ion of the p-topology, a theorem on i n t e r i o r or open maps 
i s interposed a t t h i s po in t . This theorem w i l l in turn motivate the d e f i n i -
t ion of i n t e r i o r convergence. 
2.12 Def in i t ion , A continuous function f: X —*• Y i s said to be i n t e r i o r 
or open if the image f(U) of every open subset U of X i s open r e l a t i v e to 
f(X). f i s s t rongly i n t e r i o r or s t rongly open if f(U) i s open in Y. 
2.13 Iheoreia. Let f: X—> Y be a continuous function on a topologica l 
-1 x 
space X in to a Hausdorff space Y. Define a t ransformation f : Y —» 2 by 
f~ (y) = {x | y = f (x) } . Tnen each of the following condi t ions i s equivalent 
to strong i n t e r i o r i t y of f: 
(a) If y = lira y, , then f" 1 (y ) = Lim f _ 1 ( y s ) . 
(b) If y = lim y s , then f
_ 1 (y) = lim f _ 1 ( y 5 ) in the p-topology. 
A " A 
(c) f i s continuous on Y in to (2 ,p) 
Proof. 1) Let f be s t rongly i n t e r i o r and suppose y = lira ys . To show 
that Lim sup f" (y$) C f"^(y) , v;e requi re only the con t inu i ty of f. Suppose 
A 
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x $, f _ 1 ( y ) . Then there are neighborhoods V of f (x) and '.V of y such t h a t 
Vn'J = 0. Since f i s cont inuous, there i s a neighborhood U of x such t ha t 
f (U) C V, and so by the choice of V and '.V, Unf" 1("J) = 0 . Since y = lira ys , 
the s e t A' = { 5 | ys £ i\\ i s not cof i na l in A . Hence A" = { S \ U n f
_ 1 ( y 5 ) jfc 0 } 
which i s contained in A ' , i s not cof ina l in A , and x fL Lira sup f "~ (y 5 ) . 
f - 1 ( y ) C Lira inf f " 1 ( y s ) . Let x £ f
_ 1 ( y ) and U be an a r b i t r a r y neighbor-
hood of x . Since f i s s t rongly i n t e r i o r , f (U) i s open in Y and since 
y = f (x) = lira y5 , the s e t A 0 = {5 \ y s t f (U)} i s not cof i n a l in A . But 
A 0 = {S 1 U n f
_ 1 ( y s ) = 0 } . Thus x z Lim inf f
_ 1 ( y 8 ) . 
2) (a) implies ( b j . This i s a consequence of Theorem 2.8 
3) (b) i s equivalent to ( c ) . 
U) (c) implies the s t rong i n t e r i o r i t y of f. Suppose on the con t r a ry , 
f i s not s t rong ly i n t e r i o r . Tnen the re i s an open s e t U of A such tha t f (U) 
i s not ouen in Y. Then there i s a point y = f(x)E f(U) such t ha t for every 
neighborhood V of y, there i s a po in t y1 z V which i s no t in f (U), i . e . 
U n f ~ 1 ( y ' ) = 0 . But f _ 1 ( y ) £ 3P(0,{UJ) and U ^ f " 1 ( y » ) = 0 implies f " 1 ( y ' ) 
does no t belong to <2J,(0,{U\). Hence f" i s not continuous a t y . q . e .d . 
Theorem 2.13 i s not new. For the equivalence of s t rong i n t e r i o r i t y and 
(a) , see Ohoquet [ 6 ] , l o r the equivalence of strong i n t e r i o r i t y and (b) or 
( c ) , see '..hyburn [15, p . 18J. 
In the course of the above proof, we have employed the same symbol f~' 
to denote two d i s t i n c t r e l a t i o n s . 1'or as f i s defined, i f V C Y , then 
— 1 TZ - 1 
f~ (V) is a subset of 2 , but we have also taken f~ (V) as the subset 
L_J f~ (y) of A. But in context, it is usually clear which of the two mean-
ings is intended and in the sequel we shall continue to permit ourselves 




Observe that as far as inverse images of a strongly inter ior map f are 
concerned, by the above theorem, Lim f" (ys) and lim f" (ys) in the p-topology 
A ° A 
have the same meaning in contradist inction to Theorem 2.10 which requires 
that X be locally compact in order that th i s holds. 
A set of c r i t e r i a for in te r io r i ty , not necessarily strong in t e r io r i ty , 
similar to those of Theorem 2.13 way of course be given for mappings f, by 
r e s t r i c t ing the transformation f to the range f(X) of f, or in another 
sense to f(X). ^rom th is point of view, Theorem 2.13 i s a generalization of 
the well-known iiilanberg's cr i ter ion for in te r io r i ty of mappings in metric 
spaces (ililenberg [7 ] , iCuratowski [11, p . 4^3) • For l a t e r reference, a 
formal statement of this generalization i s given here. 
2.1A Jlilenberg's Theorem, A continuous function f: X —*• Y on a space 
X into a Ilausdorff space Y i s in te r ior if and only if whenever y = lim y s , 
A 
where yg e f U) for each 5 e A , f
_1(y) = Lim f_1(ys). 
Proof, necessity. To prove the necessity, consider the two cases 
n (a) y = lim y~ t f(X) and (b) y = lin y_ £ f(X). If (a) is the case, then 
•' A u A O 
the conclusion f (y) = Lim f~ (ys ) follo/js from Theorem 2.13 by letting 
the space Y appearing in the statement of that theorem be equal to f (X) and 
3, noting that a function f: X - * Y ia interior if and only if f: X —*f(X) is 
strongly interior, on the other hand, in case (b), f~ (y) = 0 . But by the 
continuity of f, Lim sup f~ (y5) C f (y) as shown in the first part of 1) 
in the proof of Theorem 2.13. Hence Lim f (y8) exists and is equal to 0. j 
Sufficiency. By Theorem 2.13, considering only the case where 
y = lim ysef(A), the function f: X—>f(X) is strongly interior. Hence , 
A j 
f: X —>• Y is an interior function, q.e.d. 
The transformation f restricted to f(X), is not only continuous but 
also a homeomorphism of f (A) onto a subspace dQ of (2 , p ) , where o© i s the 
d i s j o i n t decomposition of X in to the closed s e t s f~ (y) , y t f (X), The 
con t inu i ty of (f~ )" : £> —> f(X) follows d i r e c t l y from the c o n t i n u i t y of f 




I I I . INTSRIOH CUNVdHGaKCS 
The d e f i n i t i o n of continuous convergence (1.7) and .J i lenberg 's theorem 
suggest a type of convergence based on the convergence proper ty mentioned in 
the In t roduct ion which r e l a t e s the compact-open and g - topo log ies . Let 
f: A -"^ T(X,Y) be a function on a d i r ec t ed system A in to a s e t of t r a n s -
formations T(A,Y) on a space -i in to a.iother Y. 
3 .1 Def in i t ion , f i s sa id t o converge i n t e r i o r l y to f0 & T ( A , Y ) , 
fg —> fQ i n t e r i o r l y , provided, 
(a) fs —> fo cont inuously and 
(b) f o r every d i rec ted system H and function y: A * H —*- Y, such t ha t 
vs<r & f s ( ^ ) > i f v i s convergent, then Lim f\ (ySa) e x i s t s . 
The concept of i n t e r i o r convergence of a sequence of funct ions i s due 
t o 1.1. K. .Fort, J r . The d e f i n i t i o n given above for d i rec ted s e t s of funct ions 
I has been suggested by analogy. I t i s des i r ab le to a s c e r t a i n tha t i n t e r i o r 
convergence t i u s defined, when applied to a s u i t a b l y r e s t r i c t e d c l a s s of 
func t ions , possesses some of the p r o p e r t i e s which are usual ly ascr ibed to 
convergence systems, i'or t h i s and other purposes , i t i s convenient to 
e s t a b l i s h the following le.ru 1a. 
3.2 Lemma. If f 5 —> f0 cont inuously , /jhere fs, f0 are t ransformations 
on a space A i n to a Hausdorff space Y and y0 = lim yu, Alien 
Lim sup f^(yyu) C V ( y 0 ) . 
1:roof, ouppose x £ f0 (y0)» 'fiien there are neighborhoods V of f 0 (x ) 
and .' of y0 such tha t Vo ./ = fb. oince fs - » f0 cont inuously , there i s a 
neighborhood U of x and a S ' ^A such t h a t f5(U) C V whenever 8 > &'. 
y0 = lim yM e './ and Vr»W = 0. Hence the se t A(U) = {( h,fi) I U n f ^ l y / i ) £ 0 } j 
i s not cof ina l in A * M and x ^ Urn sup fc (y,u) . q . e .d . 
A.*/Y\. ° 
3.3 Theorem. Let I(X,Y) be the se t of i n t e r i o r mappings on a space X 
in to a Hausdorff space Y and l e t f: A —* I(X,Y) be a function on a d i rec ted 
system A into I(iL,Y). 
(a) If f s = fo for each U A , then fg -*- f0 i n t e r i o r l y . 
(b) If fs -j* fQ i n t e r i o r l y and Aj. i s cof ina l in A , then f s -£»• f0 
i n t e r i o r l y . 
(c) If f§ -+ f0 and fg - > f0 i n t e r i o r l y , then fQ = fQ. 
Proof. (a) i s .di lenberg 's theorem. 
(b) If fs -£*-f0 cont inuously, then fg -g* f0 cont inuously, so p a r t (a) 
of Defini t ion 3*1 i s s a t i s f i e d , iiov; suppose y0 = lim ySo-, yScr £ f s (^ ) for 
every S t A r The diagonal D of A i
x A L i s cof ina l in A 1
X A 1 , and hence 
DxZ. i s cof ina l in A / A ^ I . Lim sup fg (yS a) = Lim sup fg (yScr) i s 
contained in Lim sup f s (ys'o-) so by Lemma 3 .2 , Lim sup fg (y6(r ) C f o (yo)» 
—1 — 1 
Therefore i f fo (y0) = 0> then Lim f~h (ys o-) e x i s t s and is equal to 0. 
•Suppose fp (y0) ^ jb. Choose an x0 £. f ̂  (y0) and for every 5 ^ A i and c r t l 
define y S ( r = f s ( x 0 ) . Then y0 = lim ySQ. = lim y5(r and since fs —> f0 i n t e r i -
orly on A , Lim f l (yKrT) e x i s t s . But Ai* H i s cof ina l in A ^ I . . Hence 
Lim fs (y§a) e x i s t s . 
(c) follows from the hypothesis t h a t Y i s a Hausdorff space, q.e .d 
By the above theorem, i n t e r i o r convergence in I(X,Y) enjoys the same 
convergence p rope r t i e s as those enunciated in Lemma 2.5 for the Painleve l i m i t 
operat ion in the c l a s s of closed subsets of a topologica l space. As in the 
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case of the Painleve l imi t opera t ion, we may again attempt to define a 
"closure" operator in l U , Y ) , here in terms of i n t e r i o r convergence. (See 
remark following Lemma 2 .5 . ) The condi t ion , A = A for A C I ( A , Y J , again f a i l s 
in genera l . This w i l l be shown by an example a f t e r the next theorem. 
3 .4 Theorem. If fg —> f0 i n t e r i o r l y , where fg, fD a re t ransformations 
on a space J- into a Hausdorff space Y, and if y0 = lim yg(r where y5(r & f&M 
for each 8 c A , then ^(YQ) = L i m fS ^So-)' 
Proof. Since the convergence i s i n t e r i o r , Lim f̂  (ySo-) e x i s t s , and by 
Lemma 3 .2 , Urn f " 1 ^ ) = Lim^sup f ' M y ^ ) C f ^ y ^ . 
To show tha t f£ (y0) *—
 L i i n f s (y5CT), we begin by i n s e r t i n g here a remark 
on d i rec ted systems. Let A and ^.' be two d i s j o i n t d i rec ted systems which are 
isomorphic, i . e . the re i s a one-to-one correspondence 9 : A —> n.' which takes 
«. onto A1 and which preserves the d i r ec t i ng r e l a t i o n s in A. and A ' : oq^tx^ in 
A if and only if 6(oCL) <• 0[ocz) in ^ . Define a binary r e l a t i o n < in t h e i r 
union ^ ' = ^ + «.' by l e t t i n g <. have the same meaning as < for each p a i r 
0(i>0c2£'A> and. the sane meaning as •<£. for @(<Xi), 0 ( ° ^ ) & A . ' . .For a mixed 
p a i r , oc£ - 0(1 £ ^ (ex.* = 0((X1)) andcx£ = 0 K ) t A ' («£ = *ZZA), l e t oct < o 4 
i f and only if « t <o( 2 in A. Then A
Y i s d i r ec t ed by •< , and A and A.' a re 
d i s j o i n t cofinal s e t s in A*. If B i s a th i rd d i r ec t ed system, Bx( J V + rt') = 
(BX A) + (Bx A ' ) , where the isomorphism £,: 3 X A — > B X A * i s the obvious one: 
C,[ ptoc) = {/i> Q (oc) ) . Bx H and B X A ' are d i s j o i n t cof ina l s e t s in B x (*+ A ' ) . 
Now take the d i rec ted system X. which occurs in the statement of the 
theorem, d i s t i ngu i sh each cr & H by a prime symbol ' , and form a r ep l i ca £_' 
of Z , where o~i<a^ in 51' i f and only if cr1<cr2_ in 51, J_ and 51' a re 
considered d i s j o i n t . 
Suppose x 0 £ f -
1 ( y 0 ) . Define y ' : A x r ' -»• Y by v ^ ^ M x ) , 
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independent of crl t l ' . Then y0 = f 0 (x 0 ) = lim y ^ . •
 BY the i n t e r i o r ! t y 
of convergence, Urn fg1(y5
,
0.«) e x i s t s and here x 0 e L i m fg (ys 'a.). Now l e t 
Z* = Z + Z.' and consider the function y* on A x Z * = ( A X Z ) + ( A * Z ) 
into Y defined by 
f y6(r if c r * = a t l 
y5*cr* = < 
yC = i&tfo*- iJ?
 y5cr== iS- ^ a M y ^ * £ f 5 ( X ) f ° r Sa0h S Z A ' HenCQ 
Lim f l 1 (y^«) e x i s t s . But A * Z and A * Z ' are cof ina l in A ^ I ¥ . Hence 
Urn fs1(yc*crJ = Lim f l
1 ^ ) = Lim f7 1 (y ' ,) and x 0 t L i m fo
1 (y S c r ) . q .e .d . 
iilxanple. Let X be the space cons i s t ing of the r e a l numbers 1/2, 1 / 3 , . . . 
and 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . with the usual topology. Define a sequence of functions 
fn : X - > X by 
>• 
1/n i f 0 < x ^ l / n 
f n (x ) = ; 
x i f x > l / n 
JSach fn i s a s t rong ly open map and fn —*• f0 i n t e r i o r l y , where f0 i s the 
] i d e n t i t y map. Now define g n m : X —> A by 
\ ( l /{n + m) if x = n+ m 
j SnmW - < 
l f n ( x ) otherwise 
j v 
i£ach gQjn i s a s t rong ly open map and for each n, ^nm -g*- fn i n t e r i o r l y . Let 
G = -{gnjn | n,m = 1 ,2 ,3 , • • •} • I t i s easy to see t ha t there i s no d i r ec t ed 
set of functions taken from G which converges i n t e r i o r l y to the i d e n t i t y f0. [ 
Thus i f G i s defined to be the s e t of open maps g0 such t h a t there e x i s t s a 
g: A -*• G so t h a t g s —*• g0 i n t e r i o r l y , then in general G ^ f i , 
In connection with Theorem 2 .13 , i t has been remarked t ha t Lim f (y^) 
and lim f~ (y^.) in the p-topology are equal as far as the l i m i t s or inverse 
images of a s ing le i n t e r i o r mapping are concerned. If we r e s t r i c t , uurualves 
t o continuous func t ions , the e q u a l i t y of these l i m i t s in 2 for inverse images 
of a d i rec ted s e t of functions which converges i n t e r i o r l y can a l so be shown. 
I«ore p r e c i s e l y , suppose p a r t (b) of the d e f i n i t i o n of i n t e r i o r convergence 
i s replaced by 
(b« ) If y0 = lim y5(T , yS(y B f5 (X), then ro
l(y0) = Lim f^[ys<T ) , or 
(b») If y0 = lim y , ySo. E fg (X), then f ^
1 ^ ) = lim t"s
l(y&(r) in 2J . 
By Theorem 3 .4 , ( a ) , ( b ) of Def in i t ion 3 .1 i s equivalent to ( a ) , ( b ' ) . By 
Theorem 2 . 8 , ( a ) , ( b ' ) implies ( a ) , ( b " ) . Now suppose we accept ( a ) , ( b " ) as 
the d e f i n i t i o n of i n t e r i o r convergence. By ( a ) , Lim sup fc ( y ^ ) C. f0 ( y 0 ) . 
But in a l l cases , lim f7 (y*^) C Lim inf f7 (y$;n-)» as we may read i ly ve r i fy 
fo r any convergent funct ion i n to 2*. Hence (a ) , (b" ) implies ( a ) , ( b ' ) and 
i s the re fo re equivalent t o ( a ) , ( b ' ) . ( a ) , ( b " ) are then necessary and 
s u f f i c i e n t condi t ions for i n t e r i o r convergence of continuous func t ions . For 
use in proofs of subsequent theorems, t h i s c r i t e r i o n wi l l be s t a t ed in such 
a manner so tha t the requirement of con t inu i ty may be re laxed . 
3.5 Theorem. Let f5 —> f0 cont inuously , where fs, f0 are t r ans fo r -
mations on a space X in to a Hausdorff space Y. Then in order t h a t f s —*• f0 
i n t e r i o r l y , i t i s necessary and s u f f i c i e n t t h a t for every open s e t U of A 
and po in t y 0 c f 0 ( U ) , t h e r e e x i s t a neighborhood VQ of y 0 and a 5 0 £-A such 
t h a t V 0 O f s ( X ) C f5(U) whenever S > o Q . 
Proof. Necess i ty . Suppose on the cont rary there i s a y0 t f 0 ( U ) , such 
tha t for every neighborhood V of y0 and every 5 & A , there i s a S
1 , such 
t h a t S'5vS and Vnf&.(X)C£ f8.(U). Let V be the s e t of neighborhoods of y 0 . 
Taen the s e t A C A X ^ of po in t s (S,V) such tha t V n f 8 ( X ) ( £ f s(U) i s 
cof ina l in A ^ , Let x 0 £ U o f n
1 ( y 0 ) • Define y: A * ^ — * • Y by 
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y(s ,v ) = 
y s v = f s ( x 0 ) i f (S,V) jt. A I 
y s v t ( V n f 8 ( X ) ) - f8(U) if (8 ,V)sA -j 
Then yn = lim ysv, but f ^ y r , ) ^ Lim fs
1 (y«v) if t h e l i ^ U e x i s t , for A i s 
cof ina l in A * ^ and x0 £ Lim inf f^iy^sj)- Hence the convergence i s not 
A 
i n t e r i o r . 
Sufficiency. Let y0 = lim y5 c , y 5 < r e f s ( X ) . K y0 t * 0 & ) » ^
 f£1(y8<r> 
ex i3 t s and i s equal to 0 = f ^ t y o ) • No"' suppose y0 E f 0 (X) . Let x 0 e fo~(y 0 ) 
and l e t U be an a r b i t r a r y neighborhood of x 0 . Then y 0 t f 0 ( U ) and by hypothe-
s i s there i s a neighborhood VQ of y0 and a 8 0 t A such t h a t V Q r \ f 5 ( X ) C f s(U) 
whenever S > S 0 . oince y n = lim yKfI, the re i s a (s',a'), 8' > 80 such t ha t 
y5o.&V0 whenever (S,CT) > (&>'). But V 0 n f s ( X ) C fs (U) whenever S > Sc • Thus 
Uofg 1 (y g a . ) ^ 0 whenever (s,cr) > (5\CT'J . Since U was an a r b i t r a r i l y chosen 
neighborhood of x n , x0 z Lim inf fs
1 (y R f T ) . Hence f o
1 ( y 0 )
c L i m i n f ft'tiio)* 
and Lim f7 (y.-^.) e x i s t s , q . e .d . 
Let A and Y be metr ic spaces and J the se t of pos i t ive i n t ege r s . 
Applying Theorem 3»5i i t i s easy to see t h a t i f fn "T*"
 f o i n t e r i o r l y , then 
given any 6 > o and compact se t L C A , there i s a 8 > 0 and an in teger nQ 
such tha t for n > n 0 and any x e L , we have fnU.)r\ S g ( f n ( x ) ) C f n ( S e ( x ) ) , where 
3 S , Se a r e spher ica l neighborhoods, .ihyburn [l5> p . 20 ] has ca l l ed sequences 
which sa t i s fy the s t ronger condit ion S g ( f n ( x ) ) C f n ( S e ( x ) ) , uniformly 
approximately i n t e r i o r on compact s e t s . If fn —*• f0 continuously and |fn \ 
i s uniformly approximately i n t e r i o r on compact s e t s , then f0 i s s t rongly 
i n t e r i o r and fn —*- f0 i n t e r i o r l y . 
The next theorem, together with Theorem 3»3 motivate the choice of the 
des ignat ion " i n t e r i o r convergence". Let us r e tu rn to continuous convergence 
for a moment. If fs —* f0 cont inuously, to show tha t the l imi t transformation 
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f : X —*• Y is continuous, by Theorem 1.8 it is sufficient to assume that Y is 
a regular space, the continuity of f0 in no way depending on the continuity 
of the functions fs. Now if fs —> f0 interiorly, in a sense, the transforma-
tions f~^ converge continuously to fo . But since we have not assumed that 
o 
the functions fs a r e continuous, the inverse image f g (y) of a po in t y eY 
may no t be a closed subset of X and hence fZ may no t be a transformation on 
•y- - 1 
Y into 2 . V/e can of course remedy t h i s defect by defining f by 
f (y) = {x | y = f (x)} . In any event, the foregoing cons idera t ions 
suggest t ha t if 2X i s a r egu la r space under the p-topology, t h a t i s , i f X 
i s a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space, then f~ i s continuous on f0(X) in to 
2X , or f0 i s an i n t e r i o r function if in add i t ion f0 i s continuous. 
3.6 Theorem. If f converges i n t e r i o r l y to a continuous function f0, 
where f (s ) = f § , f0 are t ransformations on a l oca l l y compact liausdorff space 
X in to a Hausdorff space Y, then f0 i s an i n t e r i o r mapping. 
Proof. To show tha t f0 i s i n t e r i o r , we must show t h a t for eveiy open 
se t U C X and y0 t f 0 ( U ) , the re i s a neighborhood V of y0 such t h a t 
Vr>f 0 (X)C f 0 (U) , i . e . f0(U) i s open r e l a t i v e to fQ(X). Choose an x 0 in 
Unfg (y0) and a neighborhood UQ of x0 such t ha t x 0 t U 0 C U Q C I U and U0 i s 
compact. By Theorem 3 . 5 , the re i s a neighborhood VQ of y0 = f0{x0) and a 
S 0 c-A such t h a t V 0 n f s ( X ) d f&(U0) whenever S > 5 0 . Now suppose y ' i s in 
V 0 n f 0 ( X ) , Se lec t any point x» z f ^ y ' ) and define y^ = f 8 ( x
f ) . Then 
y ' = lim y ' . .Since y* e V0, there i s a h1 such tha t y* = fg(x ' ) Z V0 when-
ever S > S t . But s ince V 0 nf 5 (X) C f s(U0) when S > S o J then fo r 8 > oD and 
S > Si , y^e f s ( U 0 ) , i . e . U 0 n f § (y§ ) ^ 0 . The convergence of f i s continuous 
hence Lim^sup f̂  (ys* ) C f̂  (y' ) . But U0 i s compact. Therefore 
0 ^ U0nLim sup f"
 1(y^ ) C U o O f ^ f y ' ) and y» z f 0 ( U 0 ) . We have shown tha t 
2U 
V 0 n f 0 W C f 0 ( U 0 ) C f 0 ( U ) and therefore V0 i s a neighborhood of y0 with the 
des i red proper ty , q .e .d . 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 ind ica te t h a t i n t e r i o r convergence is f a i r l y we l l -
behaved within the se t I(x,Y) of i n t e r i o r mappings of a space i>- i n t o a 
Kausdorff space Y. The question which a r i s e s now i s whether or not there i s 
a topology for I(X,Y) or for any subset of I(X,Y), which i s cons i s t en t with 
our not ion of i n t e r i o r convergence. If we c u l l from I(X,Y) the subset I*(X,Y) 
of a l l s t rongly i n t e r i o r /.-uippings, with appropiate condi t ions on the spaces 
X and Y, an af f i rmat ive answer to the question posed may be given. Theorem 
3.5 suggests the following topology. If K and U are subsets of X, and L and 
V are subsets of Y, l e t 
I.l(i:,V) be the s e t of functions f s I * ( X , Y ) such t h a t f (K) <Z V, and 
*..T(L,U) be the se t of funct ions f &I*(X,Y) such t h a t L C f ( U ) . 
3.7 Def in i t ion . The i n t e r i o r topology for I*(X,Y) i s that obtained by 
p re sc r ib ing as subbasic open s e t s , the t o t a l i t y of se ts L(X,V) and ',/(L,U), 
where K and L are compact subse ts of X and Y r e spec t ive ly , and U and V are 
open subsets of X and Y. 
The aggregate of s e t s i,i(K,V) alone taken as a subbasis y i e ld s the 
compact-open topology. I*(X,Y) under the compact-open topology i s a T^-space 
whenever Y i s a Tj_-space (1 = 0 , 1 , 2 ) . Since the i n t e r i o r topology i s f ine r 
tnan the compact-open topology, I*(X,Y) under the i n t e r i o r topology i s a lso 
a TJL-space whenever Y i s a T̂  -space, a. s t ronger separat ion property i s the 
following. 
3.8 Theorem. If X i s a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space and Y i s a 
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Hausdorff space, then I*(X,Y) i s a completely regu la r Hausdorff space under 
the i n t e r i o r topology. 
Proof. I t i s known t h a t a topo log ica l space (Z,T) i s completely regular 
i f and only if the re e x i s t s a uniform s t r u c t u r e 'S1 for 2 such t h a t the 
topology T' induced in L by ^ i s equivalent to T. To prove the theorem, 
i t i s then s u f f i c i e n t t o show the ex is tence of such a s t r u c t u r e for I*(X,Y) 
with the required proper ty . (Bourbaki [ 4 f 5 ] ) 
Let K be a compact subset and U an open subset of X such t ha t K C U , 
Define R(K,U) by 
H(K,U) = {(f ,g) | f ( K ) u g ( K ) C f ( U ) n g ( U ) } 
and l e t "31 be the s e t of a l l f i n i t e i n t e r s e c t i o n s of s e t s R(K,U), i . e . 
^ ^ i f and only i f t& = R ( K 1 , U 1 ) n . . . o H ( ^ , U n ) where K J C U J . 
1) i a c h c ^ in ^ conta ins the diagonal D of I*(X,Y) X I*(X,Y) and 
D = n ^ 
3-
2) If c # , c# ' e 3», then ^ n ^ ' e ^ 
3) c^-^^e 
4) If c ^ e ^ , then there e x i s t s a tt.'Z? such t h a t *Ca C <^ 
1) , 2 ) , and 3) a r e d i r e c t consequences of the d e f i n i t i o n of 3>. To prove 4) 
i t i s s u f f i c i e n t t o cons ide r the case where c ^ = H(K,U). Choose an open se t 
V such t h a t K C V C V C U and V is compact. Let TT = R(K,V)nR(V,U). 
Suppose ( f . b j e ' C and ( g , h ) e ^ . Then 
f (K)uh(K) C f (V)oh(V) and f (V)u h(V) C f (U)n h(U), and 
g ( K ) u h ( K ) C g(V)r»h(V) and g ( V ) u h ( 7 ) C g ( U ) n h ( U ) . 
From these r e l a t i o n s , i t follows t h a t f (K)ug(K) C f (U)ng(U) , i . e . ( f ,g ) i s 
i n R(K,U) — <£ and 4) i s proved. 3* i s thus a uniform s t r u c t u r e for I*(X,Y) 
Let us now compare the topology induced in I*(X,Y) by c? and the i n t e r i o r 
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topology fo r I*(X,Y). Suppose f i s in the subbasic open s e t M(K,V)n7J(L,U) 
of the i n t e r i o r topology. Then f (K) C V and L C f (U). Choose an open s e t 
U-i_C X such t h a t K C t ^ and f fU j^C V, and choose a compact s e t K-j_C.IT such 
t h a t L C f f l ^ ) . Let c ^ = R(K,U1)r»R(K1,U). Suppose ( f , g ) £ c # . Than 
f ( K ) u g ( K ) C f ( U 1 ) n g ( U 1 ) and f (Kj. ) u g ( K i ) C f (U) ng(U) 
and g e M(K,V)n V/(L,U) so the topology induced by <F i s f i n e r than the 
i n t e r i o r topology. 
Now suppose c ^ e ' 3 > . Let c7§ = R(K,U) and cons ider the neighborhood ci£(f) 
of f. f (K) i s compact and f(U) i s open s ince f i s s t rongly open. Therefore 
N = M(K,f (U) )nv/(f (K),U) i s a subbasic open s e t of the i n t e r i o r topology. 
f c N . Suppose g e N . Then g ( K ) C f ( U ) and f ( K ) C g ( U ) . Moreover s ince K C U , 
f (K)ug(K) C f (U)rig(U), i . e . N C t ^ ( f ) . Thus the i n t e r i o r topology i s f i n e r 
than t h a t induced by 3* . Together with the previous conclusion, we have t h a t 
the i n t e r i o r topology i s equivalent t o the topology induced in I*(X,Y) by o1. 
q . e . d . 
3.9 Coro l l a ry . I f X i s a p e r f e c t l y separable l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff 
space and Y i s a Hau3dorff space, I*(X,Y) under the i n t e r i o r topology i s 
m e t r i z a b l e . If in a d d i t i o n , Y i s p e r f e c t l y separable and l o c a l l y cowpact, 
then I*(X,Y) i s p e r f e c t l y separab le . 
Proof. Tne f i r s t a s s e r t i o n i s a consequence of the f ac t t h a t whenever 
a countable subset 3 ^ C J i s a base fo r a uniform s t r u c t u r e *<J', the topology 
induced by 3* i s met r izab le (Bourbaki [ 5 , p . 2 3 ] ) . Nov; i f X i s p e r f e c t l y 
separable and l o c a l l y compact, we can cons t ruc t 3* so t h a t 'c? i t s e l f i s 
coun tab le . To do t h i s , l e t IX be a countable base fo r the topology for X 
such t h a t i f U e I X then U i s coiapact, and l e t 'U.j- be the base cons i s t i ng of 
f i n i t e unions of elements in IX. Let < ^ £ <? i f and only i f 
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c# = R ( U 1 > U i ) n . . . ^ R ( U n , U ^ ) where U^Uj e l l * o n d ^ c q . Then ^ i s 
countable and i t i s obvious t ha t 3* s a t i s f i e s the condi t ions 1 ) , 2 ) , 3) and 
4) l i s t e d in the proof of Theorem 3.8 and t h a t the topology induced by cf i s 
equivalent to the i n t e r i o r topology. 
The second a s se r t i on can be shown by consider ing the i n t e r i o r topology 
i t s e l f . Let U b e a countable base for the topology for Y such t h a t if V e l ) ' 
then V i s compact and l e t ^ be defined a s Xij. above. Then given a function 
gEW(K,V)nV/(L,U}, we can choose U l f U 2 e t l f aa*
 v i > V 2 L ^ s u c h t h a t 
g e M (Ui ,V]_) n W (V2 ,U2) C M(K,V)r> V/(L,U). Tne subbase obtained by using elements 
i n IX-f and'Uj. or t h e i r c losures i s countable, q . e .d . 
Hark back now to the problem of f inding a topology for some subset of 
I(X,Y) under which convergence in the topologica l sense i s cons i s t en t with 
i n t e r i o r convergence. 
3.10 Theorem. Let X be a loca l l y compact Hausdorff space and Y a 
Hausdorff space. 
(a) If f0 = lim fs in I*(X,Y) under the i n t e r i o r topology, then 
f§ —*• f0 i n t e r i o r l y . 
(b) In the subset I * * C I * ( X , Y ) of functions which map X onto Y, 
f0 = lim f& under the i n t e r i o r topology i f and only i f f5 —*• f0 interiorly. 
A 
Proof. Both (a) and (b) r e ly p a r t i a l l y on Theorem 1.10 (b) : v i z . for 
mappings on a loca l ly compact Hausdorff space, f0 = lira, fg in the compact-
open topology i f and only i f fs —»• f0 cont inuously. Together with Theorem 
3.5» t h i s gives us the conclusion of pa r t ( a ) by using the f ac t t h a t f0(X) 
i s a l o c a l l y compact open subspace of Y. 
(b) The converse impl icat ion of t h i s p a r t , follows by no t i c ing t h a t 
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the po in t y 0 e . f 0 (U) which occurs in the statement of Theorem 3.5 may be 
replaced by a compact s e t L C f 0 ( U ) and a l so t h a t here we are dealing with 
funct ions which map X onto Y. q . e .d . 
The converse of Theorem 3^10 (a) may be shown whenever Y i s l o c a l l y 
connected. 
3 .11 Lemma. Let f: X —> Y be a continuous map of a space X in to a 
Hausdorff space Y such tha t f(X) i s open in Y. If U i s a subset of X with 
compact c losure and G a connected subset of Y such t h a t f> •£. Cnf(X) C f (U), 
then C C f (U). 
Proof. Since G n f ( X ) C f(U) and U i s compact, we have 
Cof(X) c f W = f (U) C f(X). Hence C n C n f (Xj"C C n f (X). But 
Crtf(X) = G o G o f ( X ) C C n C o f ( X ) and so Cr>G^f(X) = O o f ( X ) , i . e . Cnf(X) 
i s closed in C, By hypothesis f(X) i s open in Y. Hence Cof(X) i s a l s o 
open in C. G i s connected. Therefore 0 = C r \ f ( X ) C l f(U). q . e . d . 
3.12 Theorem. Let X be a l oca l ly compact Hausdorff space and Y a 
l o c a l l y connected Hausdorff space. Then f0 = lim fs in I*(X,Y) under the 
i n t e r i o r topology if and only i f fg —> f0 i n t e r i o r l y . 
Proof. Suppose f5 —* f0 i n t e r i o r l y . Let U be an open subset of X and 
L a compact subset of Y such t h a t L C f J U ) , i . e . suppose f0£',7(L,U). For 
each po in t y^ E. L choose a po in t x^E-Unf^ (yj) and a neighborhood U^ of x± 
such t h a t U^ C U and U^ i s compact. By Theorem 3«5> there i s a neighborhood 
v i o f v i a n a- a si s a c l 1 t h a t V i ^ ^ C ^ C f s ^ U i ^ w n e n e v e r S > 8 - . Vfe may 
suppose t h a t V± i s connected and V^nfgCX) jz 0 . Then by Lemma 3«H> 
V̂  C f§(U^) whenever 8 > S - • Since L is compact there i s a S 0 e A such tha t 
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for 5 > 50, L C f j ( U ) , i . e . f s £W(L,U) . This proves t h a t f0 = lim fs in 
the i n t e r i o r topology, q . e . d . 
Remark. In the example following Theorem 3 .4 , f 0 , f n , g n j n t I*(X,Y) where 
X = Y i s not l o c a l l y connected a t the po in t 0 . There i t has been shown t h a t 
for the set G = {gn m | m,n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . } , G ^ G, G being defined in terms of 
i n t e r i o r convergence as be fore . This shows t h a t the condi t ion of loca l 
connectedness of the space Y occurring in Theorem 3.12 i s no t e n t i r e l y super-
f luous . By modifying the example, i t i s pos s ib l e to show t h a t , even if Y i s 
l o c a l l y connected, in genera l the re i s no topology for I(X,Y) such t ha t 
convergence in the topo log ica l sense i s c o n s i s t e n t with i n t e r i o r convergence, 
i . e . I*(X,Y) in Theorem 3.12 cannot be replaced by the l a r g e r s e t I(X,Y) and 
a new topology for I(X,Y). For take X to be the same space of the previous 
example and now l e t Y = {y \ 0 :=y, y i s r e a l } . Then f 0 , f n , g n m &I (X,Y), and 
i f again we l e t G = | g n m | m,n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . •• } > then ft^Gas before . 
By Theorem 3 .6 , i f f§ —> fQ i n t e r i o r l y , then the l i m i t map fQ i s i n t e r i o r . 
By modifying the proof of Theorem 3.12 s l i g h t l y , i t can be shown tha t i f each 
fs i s s t rong ly i n t e r i o r , then f0 i s a lso s t rongly i n t e r i o r . 
3.13 Theorem. Let X be a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space and Y a 
l o c a l l y connected Hausdorff space. If fs —> f0 i n t e r i o r l y , where each 
f 5 t I * ( X , Y ) , then f 0 &I*(X,Y) . 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of X and suppose y & f 0 ( U ) . As in the 
proof of Theorem 3.12, there i s an open s e t U1 such t h a t U1 C U and U' i s 
compact, an open s e t V of I and a S 0 t A such t h a t for § > 5 0 , y E.V CI fg (U
1 ) . 
f0(U») = Lim f s ( U ' ) s ince f8 - * f0 cont inuously. Hence y e V C f 0 (U ' ) C fQ(U). 
q. e .d . 
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IV. INTERIOR MAPS INTO LOCALLY CGNNSCTiD SPAC3S 
Let X be a l o c a l l y compact metric space and Y a l o c a l l y connected metric 
space. From Theorem 3.12, i t follows tha t in I*(X,Y), fn —• f0 interiorly 
if and only if fn —> f0 continuously and the sequence {fn| n = 1,2,3,. ••) is 
uniformly approximately interior on compact sets. (See .rtiyburn [l5, p. 20J 
and remark following Theorem 3«5, this paper.) This section follows rather 
closely G. T. Vihyburn's investigations of such sequences and related subjects. 
>iihat novelty there is here consists mainly in relaxing conditions such as 
perfect separability and metrizability of the spaces considered except in 
Theorem 4.12, vjhere certain results of analytic function theory are adduced. 
All functions considered in this section are assumed to be continuous. 
By Theorem 3.12, if fc —> f0 continuously, as far as strongly interior 
mappings f$ on a locally compact liausdorff space A into a locally connected 
Hausdorff space Y are concerned, the following condition is necessary and 
sufficient for interior convergence: 
If yQ = lm y^, then f '
1 ^ ) = Lim f ^ y ^ ) . 
This condition is a strengthened version of the conclusion of a theorem of 
Hurwitz concerning analytic functions of a complex variable: 
Let fn be a sequence of functions, each analytic in a region 
D bounded by a simple closed contour, and let fn —> f0 uniformly in 
D. Suppose that f0 is not identically zero. Let z 0 be an interior 
point of D. Then z0 is a zero of f0, if and only if it is a limit-
point of the set of zeros of the functions fn, points which are 
zeDos for an infinity of values of n being counted as limit-points. 
Titchmarsh [l4, p. II9] 
Taking the region D to be open, the l a s t sentence of the theorem quoted above 
may be rendered symbolically in the nota t ion we have adopted as 
Dnf~ 1 (0 ) = DOLim f " 1 ^ ) . 
° t i-v» n 
Among other t h ings , in t h i s sect ion we s h a l l seek a genera l i za t ion of 
Hurwitz 's theorem. 
4 . 1 Def in i t ion . The boundary of a subset A of a topologica l space X 
i s the se t Bdry(A) = Ao(X - A7. 
4 .2 Def in i t ion . The i n t e r i o r of a subset A of a topological space X 
i s the se t Int(A) = X - (X - A). 
A = Bdry(A)u In t (A) . Bdry(A) n l n t ( A ) = 0. 
4.3 Def in i t ion . A subset A of a space i s cond i t iona l ly compact 
provided A i s compact. 
The following lemma, s t a t ed here without proof, i s a var iant of a theorem 
proved in K. L. Wilder 's Topology of iv'janif olds [ l 6 , p . 100, Theorem 1.2^ 
4.4 Lemma. If Li i s a compact component of a closed subset J? of a 
l oca l l y compact Hausdorff space A and U i s an open se t of X conta ining I<i, then 
the re e x i s t s a condi t iona l ly compact open se t V of X such tha t Li C V C V C U 
and FoBdry(V) = 0 . 
4-»5 Def in i t ion . A mapping f: X —+• Y i s said to be q u a s i - i n t e r i o r 
provided for any y e Y and open se t U of X containing a compact component 
of f _ 1 ( y ) , y e I n t ( f ( U ) ) . (-.ftiyburn [15, p . 9]) 
3very s t rongly i n t e r i o r mapping i s q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . 
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A..6 Theorem. Let f: A. —*• Y be a mapping on a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff § 
space X i n t o a Hausdorff space Y. Then each of the following condi t ions i s 
equivalent to q u a s i - i n t e r i o r i t y of f: 
(a) For each cond i t i ona l ly compact se t A C X, Bdry(f (A)) C f (Bdry(A)). 
(b) For each compact se t K C X, Bdry(f (K)) C. f (Bdry(K)). 
Proof. 1) ^ juas i - in t e r io r i t y implies ( a ) . Suppose there i s a condi-
t i o n a l l y compact subset «. of A such t h a t Bdry(f(A)) (£ f(Bdry(A)). By the 
con t inu i ty of f, the compactness of A, and the assumption t ha t Y i s a 
Hausdorff space, we have f(A) = f(A). Bdry(f (A) ) C f (A) = f(A) and 
f(A) = f (Bdry(A)u Int(. ' i)) =» f (Bdry(A) )u f ( In t (A)) . Hence the re i s a poin t 
x e l n t ( A ) such t h a t f (x)cBdry(f (A)) - f(Bdry(A)). L e t y = f ( x ) . Then |1 
f~ (y)o Bdry(A) = 0 . A i s cond i t i ona l ly compact and hence Int(A) a l s o . There I' 
i 
i s a compact component of f (y) contained in I n t U ) . But y ^ I n t ( f ( Int (A))) $ 
s ince In t ( f ( I n t ( A ) ) ) C In t ( f (A)), 3dry(f (A) )o In t ( f (A)) = 0 , and y eBdry (f (A)). i;; 
Hence f i s no t q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . 
2) (a) implies (b) s ince any compact subset of a Hausdorff space i s 
c o n d i t i o n a l l y compact. 
3) (b) implies f i s q u a s i - i n t e r i o r , ouppose L i s a compact component 
of f~ (y) and suppose U i s an open se t containing L. Let V be a condi t iona l ly 
compact open s e t such t ha t L C v C V C U and f" (y)r>Bdry(V) = 0. Then 
f - 1 (y)OBdry(V) = 0 s ince Bdry (V) C Bdry (V). By hypothes is , Bdry(f(V)) i s 
contained in f(Bdry(V)). But y £ f (Bdry(V)) and therefore y £ Bdry(f(V)) . 
y e f ( V ) = Bdry(f(V)) u in t ( fTvT) = Bdry(f (V) )VJ l n t ( f (V)). Hence 
y e In t (f ( 7 ) ) C I n t ( f (U)). q . e . d . 
The next theorem i s a genera l i za t ion of G. T. '.Vhyburn's topologica l 
analog of the . 'feierstrass double s e r i e s theorem (7/hyburn [ 1 5 , p . 10] ) . The 
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compact-open topology for C(X,Y), the se t of a l l continuous functions on X 
in to Y, i s used here ins tead of the topology (used by Whyburn) of uniform 
convergence on compact s e t s , t o which the compact-open topology i s equivalent 
whenever Y i s a uniform space (Arens [ 2 , Theorem 9 ] ) . 
4..7 Theorem. The s e t of q u a s i - i n t e r i o r mappings on a l o c a l l y compact 
Hausdorff space X in to a l o c a l l y connected Hausdorff space Y is closed in \ 
\ 
C(X,Y) under the compact-open topology. i; 
Proof. Suppose f: X —»• Y i s not q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . By condit ion (b) of <• 
j Theorem 4 . 6 , there i s a compact se t K C X such t h a t Bdry(f (K)) <£ f (Bdry(K)). ,i 
Then, as shown in p a r t 1) of the proof of Theorem 4 . 6 , the re i s a po in t \\ 
| J 
x 1 e i n t ( K ) such t h a t y 1 - f (x±) £ Bdry (f (K) ) - f ( B d r y ( K ) ) . 
Case I . Bdry(K) ^ 0 . Since f(Bdry(K)) i s c losed and compact, and Y i s 
l o c a l l y connected, there i s a p a i r of open subsets Ŵ  and 'i72 of Y, such t h a t 
yi = f (xj_) c V/]_, f (3dry(K)) C W2, V/j_n J 2 = 0>
 a n d such that 'di i s connected. 
Nov; since y^c Bdry(f (K)), W^(£f(K) . Hence there i s an open se t W~ such tha t 
f ( K ) C VL but such tha t '»'/, <£','/«. Consider the s e t 
N = M(x1,//1) OK(Bdry(K),<V2)nM(K,W3) 
of continuous func t ions . N i s an open s e t in 0(X,Y) under the compact-open 
topology and fe-N. 
Suppose g e N . Then g ( K ) d W o and since XJ_EK, g(K)r\ ;/^ £ 0 . But 
//•j c£ Jo . Therefore I '^o (Y — g(K)) ^ 0 . 7^ is connected, Hence \ 
V^nBdryfgfK)) £ 0 . g(Bdry(X))C .72 and / ^ o ' ^ = 0 . Therefore 
Bdry(g(X))<£ g(Bdry(K)) and by Theorem 4 . 6 , g i s not qua s i - i n t e r i o r . 
Case I I . Bdry(X) = 0 . Let N' = Mfxj /^JnKfK.W^), where /^(^'.V^, 
f (x-J £ Bdry(f (K)), and V^ i s connected as in Case I . Taen f &N» and i f ge-N1 
i 
I then Bdry(g(K)) 56 0 . Again Bdry(g(K)) <£ g(Bdry(K)) since the l a t t e r i s empty, 
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and g i s not q u a s i - i n t e r i o r , q . e .d . 
A siinple example serves to show tha t the condi t ion of loca l connectedness 
of the space Y appearing in the above theorem i s not superfluous. Let 
X = {x | x = 0 or x = l / n , n = 1,2,3} •••} and consider the sequence of 
constant functions ffl: X —* X defined by f n (x) =• l / n . Each fn i s quas i -
i n t e r i o r and the sequence converges in the compact-open topology to the 
constant function f 0 (x) = 0 . But fQ i s not q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . 
4.3 Def in i t ion , A mapping f: X —*• Y i s said to be l i g h t provided tha t 
for each y e Y , f (y) i s t o t a l l y disconnected. 
A l i g h t q u a s i - i n t e r i o r mapping i s s t rongly i n t e r i o r . 
4.9 Lemma. Let f: X —>Y be a l i g h t s t rongly i n t e r i o r mapping on a 
l oca l l y compact Hausdorff space X in to a loca l ly connected Hausdorff space Y. 
Let U be an open subset of X and L a compact subset of Y such t h a t L C f ( U ) . 
Then there e x i s t an open se t W of Y containing L and a neighborhood N of f 
of the compact-open topology, such tha t i f ge.N and g i s q u a s i - i n t e r i o r , then 
L C7/ C g ( U ) . 
i^roof. Let us e s t a b l i s h the theorem for the case where L c o n s i s t s of a 
s ing le po in t . The extension to the general case where L i s a n on-degenerate 
compact s e t i s then obvious. 
Let L = j y 0 } C f(U). If y0 i s an i so la ted point of Y, then j y 0 } i s an 
open se t in Y and we can ea s i l y specify a neighborhood N of f which s a t i s f i e s 
the conclusion of the lemma. Suppose y 0 i s not i so l a t ed in Y. Let R be a 
connected open set such tha t y0£-R and such tha t if A i s any non-e-ipty sub-
s e t of R, then Bdry(A) £ 0 . This i s always poss ib le s ince Y i s l o c a l l y 
connected. Choose an xQ e. f ( y 0 ) ^ U . Since f i s l i g h t and continuous, there | 
i s a neighborhood VQ of x 0 , such tha t V 0 C U , V0 i s compact, f (V0) C R, and | 
I 
f~ 1 (y 0 )nBdry(V 0 ) = 0 . By Theorem 4.6 (a ) , Bdry(f (VQ) ) C f (Bdry(VQ)) and by ( 
our choice of R, Bdr/(f(V0)) ^ 0, and hence Bdry(VQ) yk f>. Now f(Bdry(V0)) i s j 
t 
compact and y0 f. f (Bdry(V0)). Choose a connected neighborhood '.VQ of y0 such \ 
r 
that "iT0nf(Bdry(V0)) = 0. j 
j 
Consider the open se t ] 
f 
N =I. i(x0 ,^0)nLl(Bdry(V0) ,Y -1Q) j 
of the compact-op en topology, f S.N. Suppose g e. N and g i s q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . 
Then Bdry(g (V 0 ) )C g(Bdry(VQ))C Y - W 0 > and hence -,/0nBdry(g(V0)) = 0 . But \ 
x 0 c V 0 , therefore if0og(V0) ?£ 0. ./0 i s connected. Hence W 0 C g ( V 0 ) C g(U). 
i 
q • e • d • j 
r 
4.10 Theorem. Let f5, 8 e A be a d i rec ted se t of q u a s i - i n t e r i o r ' 
mappings on a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space X in to a loca l ly connected ''• 
2 
Hausdorff space Y. If fs —> f0 continuously, where f0 is a light mapping, , 
then f0 is strongly interior and fg —> f0 interiorly. ; 
] 
Proof. If fs —> f0 cont inuously, then f0 = lim fs in C(X,Y) under the j 
compact-open topology. By Theorem 4.7» f0 i s q u a s i - i n t e r i o r . But a l i g h t ij 
I 
q u a s i - i n t e r i o r mapping i s s t rongly i n t e r i o r . By Theorem 3-5 and Lemma 4 . 9 , j 
f s—> f0 i n t e r i o r l y , q . e . d . I 
\ 
4.11 Theorem. If L(X,Y) i s the set of l i gh t s trongly i n t e r i o r mappings ! 
on a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space X in to a loca l ly connected Hausdorff 
space Y, then the compact-open topology and the i n t e r i o r topology for L(X,Y) 
i 
are equivalent. 
The above theorem is a direct consequence of the definition of the 
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i n t e r i o r topology and Lemma 4»9« 
and wrens' g-topology a re the sane, and h 0 = l im hn in the g-topology if and 
n->oo 
ness of fQ> the d i r ec t ed se t of funct ions f5 may not converge i n t e r i o r l y to 
f0 and indeed the inverse funct ions fg may no t converge pointwise to the 
funct ion f̂  . 
Let s,0 = {(x,y) | 0 <x , 0 ^ y | be the c losed f i r s t quadrant of the p lane 
with the usual topology. Define fQ: -c0 -»• ^0 by 
Local connectedness in Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 i s not redundent. Arens 
[ 3 , p . 60l] has given an example of a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space which 
i s no t l o c a l l y connected a t a s ing le po in t and in which the re i s a sequence jf 
of homeomorphisms hn such t ha t h„ = lim h. in the compact-open topology but 
h^ 1 i=- lim hn . We cannot expect Theorems 4.10 or 4.11 to be val id for such 
spaces since in the s e t H(A) of homeomorphisms onto, the i n t e r i o r topology 
only i f hn = lim hn and hn = lim hZ in the compact-open topology. 
jSxamples. In Theorem 4« 10, the strong i n t e r i o r i t y of f0 i s obtained 
immediately by means of Theorem 4»7 and the assuiaption t ha t f0 i s l i g h t , -ris 
a p o s s i b l e g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Theorem 4«10» i t may be thought tha t the l i g h t -
ness of f0 may be replaced by strong i n t e r i o r i t y of f0 in the hypothesis of 
tho theorem. This i s not t r u e in genera l . To s e t t l e other quest ions t h a t 
may n a t u r a l l y a r i s e in connection with. Theorem 4»10, we may even r equ i re tha t 
every map f5 in the d i rec ted s e t to have f i n i t e point inverses , to be 
s t rong ly i n t e r i o r , and onto, the l i m i t map fQ to be s t rongly i n t e r i o r and j 
on to , the domain and range space to be the same l o c a l l y connected and l o c a l l y 
compact Hausdorff space, and fg —> f0 cont inuously . The following example 
shows t ha t even with these seemingly s t r i n g e n t cond i t i ons , without the l i g h t -
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( x | o o s ( 2 i r y / x ) | , x | s i n ( 2 i r y / x ) ] ) for x $ 0 
f 0 ( x , y ) 
' (0,0) for x = 0 
f0 i s a s t rongly i n t e r i o r map of M,0 onto «i0. For each n = 1,2,3>..« def ine 
fn: <i0 — «40 by 
f n ( x , y ) = { 
(0,0) for (x,y) = (0,0) 
Then fn - > f0 cont inuous ly . That each fn i s a s t rongly i n t e r i o r mapping of 
si onto i t s e l f with f i n i t e poin t inverses may be demonstrated in the fol low-
ing manner: Let ^ C v,0 be the closed sec to r subtended by the x-ax is and 
the s t r a i g h t l i ne pass ing through (0,0) and having slope n. Then fn may be 
defined as the composition of two maps, the homeomorphism h n : Q.0 —*- ^ defined 
by h n (x ,y ) = ( x + y / n , y ) followed by the p a r t i a l map f0 \ <in. Examination of 
the o r i g i n a l map f0 r evea l s t h a t each of the p a r t i a l jnaps i ^ l ^ , maps ^ onto 
<IQ cont inuously , and moreover each f o l ^ i s a s t rongly i n t e r i o r map having 
f i n i t e point inverses and hence each fn a l s o shares these p r o p e r t i e s . But 
C ^ O . O ) = {(0,y) I 0 <y\ and f ' ^ O . O ) = ( 0 , 0 ) . Hence f - 1 ( 0 , 0 ) ^ Lim f _ 1 ( 0 , 0 ) . 
° l ' ' I « ti-*-co 
In the example j u s t given, f0 f a i l s to be l i g h t because fo (0,0) c o n s i s t s 
of a s ing le non-compact component. Suppose now we say t ha t a map f: X —*• Y 
has proper ty A i f for every y t Y , each component of f (y) i s compact, and 
at tempt to genera l ize Theorem A-.10 by rep lac ing the l i g h t map f0 by a s t rongly 
i n t e r i o r one having proper ty A, leaving the remaining hypothesis unchanged. 
Let I = J x | 0 i x i l } . For each n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . def ine fn: I x I —> I by 
f n (x ,y ) = x ( l - y / (n + l ) ) 
Then fn converges cont inuously to the p ro jec t ion fQ: I x l —=*• I , f (x,y) = x. 
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f0 and fn for each n a re s t rongly i n t e r i o r naps having proper ty A. But 
f ^ d ) = (1,0) for each n , while f ^ ( l ) = { ( l , y ) | 0 £ y ^ 1 } . Again 
f ^ d ) £ Lim f~ (1) and fn does not converge i n t e r i o r l y to f0. The l i g h t -
ness of f0 in Theorem A.10 seems to be a c r u c i a l p rope r ty . 
Using some of our r e s u l t s on i n t e r i o r convergence and some theorems on 
a n a l y t i c func t ions , we are now in a pos i t i on to s t rengthen the conclusion of 
Hurwitz 's theorem and prove a converse. The theorems on a n a l y t i c funct ions 
al luded to a re ( l ) J e i e r s t r a s s ' double s e r i e s theorem: i f fn —> f0 uniformly 
in an open region D and fn i s ana ly t i c for each n, then fQ i s i t s e l f a n a l y t i c , 
and (2) S to i low 's theorem: a non-constant a n a l y t i c function on an open 
region D i s both s t rongly i n t e r i o r and l i g h t on D (Stoilow [ l 3 J ) • 
/,..12 Generalized Hurwitz ' s Theorem. Let { f n } be a sequence of func t ions , 
each a n a l y t i c in a bounded open region D and l e t fn —> fQ uniformly in D. 
Tli en f~ i s non-constant i f and only i f whenever wn = lim wn, 
f o ^ o ) = L i m f>n1<wn) i n D' 
Proof. Necess i ty . Let './ be the e n t i r e complex p lane . By the i e i e r s t r a s s 
double s e r i e s theorem and S to i low ' s r e s u l t , f0: D —> \'l i s s t rongly open and 
l i g h t . Since f0 i s non-constant , we may suppose t ha t each fn i s non-cons tant , 
and therefore s t rong ly open and l i g h t . Nov; i f fn —> f0 uniformly, then 
fn = lim fn in I*(D,',7) in the compact-open topology. Then by Theorem A.11, 
f_ = lim fn in the i n t e r i o r topology and hence if wn = lim wn, then 
O n-»oo u u t i + o o " 
Sufficiency. f~ (wn) = Lim f" (wn) in D whenever wn = lim wn, means 
u u n-voo x l 1J- u -n-vco lx 
t h a t the inverse funct ions f̂  on ./ in to 2^ converge continuously to f£ . 
D i s a l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff space. Therefore 2D i s r egu la r and hence 
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f"1 i s continuous (Theorem 1.8), i . e . f0 i s strongly open and hence is a 
non-constant analytic function, q.e.d. 
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